


tite average adurt will laugh 8 times a day 
Compare that toa child who will lauah 

up to 400 times a day. 
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You've always dreamed of. busting out 

of the cubicle and doing 

= True courage involv 

doing the right thing despite th 
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_ The Hottest New Trends \ 
Coming at You! , { 
Beauty and fashion like you’ve never " 
seen them 

a Critical look at 
consumerism 

Wa 
“Take care of yourself!” screamed the Red Queen, ° 
seizing Alice's hair with both her hands. 
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EOPLE ARE TALKING | 
BOUT 

“Something's going to happen!” 

gr oe of evil 
> Cr rit a he knows i truth 

everywhere he looks 

he sees veiled acts 

of aggression 

subtle threats 
get in line or else \ 

the seeker 

Raegan Butcher - 

iam looking for it 
because i don’t have it 
and i need it 
iam looking for it 
on the floor 

under the bed 

in the closet 

in my head 
in movies and books 
in the touch 
of a woman's wet clinging lips 
in songs and music 
i find little bits 
but i'm always searching 
i’m never content 
restless and wanting 
looking for it 

looking for it 
at the lost and found , 

_ in cities and towns , 
in words and sounds 
in the eyes of strangers 
i pass on the street 
in the facial expressions 
of people i meet 

i'm looking 

i'm looking 
i'm looking 
and i’m not 

finding 
it 

| arm up 
7. to winter! 

he knows might makes right 

he knows civilization is a lie 
trong, wes the § 

he kno 
a dictate the WE he knows 



PEOPLE ARE 
TALKING ABOUT 

the total transformati sformation of Western civili: zation and life itself. 

Nature gave us one tongue and Wei 

two ears so we could hear twice 

as much as we speak eee 7a 
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KNOWLEDGE 

“We must use our lives to make 
the world a better place to live, not 

just to acquire things. That is 
what we are put on the earth for.” 

DOLORES HUERTA 
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) HEAVY THINGS... Talk about these issues 
\ —ae | oe with \your friends - 

sadness. When | and family. 
willl beginto — 
feel more like | 

: ‘my usual self? 
the corporate media! Is Brainwashing You 
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Do you need a life makeover? 

| |START AT THE ROOTS 
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Tempt your eyes with colér in 
12-Stunning palettes. 
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Pledge allegiance to pretty bad 
oe 

DU ; Sue ne booming discontent industry, consisting of B © cash in on your misery by selli NM ps that describe and decry it. Thu : Evie alee 
; Ss the exchange economy find even for its enemies: perpetuatin i Nee 

: g both industry and discont we struggle to fight them ke i oe 
, we keep the wheels turning by sellin 
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g more oe And as In every other aspect of your lives, your real sires to make something happen are channeled into consuming— 

and your own abilities and pote t aced jected nto the 
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How to.loo 
expensive 
GO SHOPPING 

Be glamourous, 

Rav 

UGLY! Follow directions. 
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Without our chewing gum, no one will want to kiss you. Without our de- 

odorant, no one will want to touch you. Without our lipstick, you won't Ce a) 

eM rm CR CRC Cnty with the guys. Without 

our cigarettes, sophistication escapes you. Without our cleaning products, no one 

Ce UCR NC aC MaU CE Ua mC cA 

out our toys and cartoons. She won't enjoy the date unless you take her to see 
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alivé without our new sports car? 
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fears and anxieties. There are products for 
every human activity, even sex, because the 
things that are natural and free are not 
Pere merle ta Cee 

ments. Eventually you’re so conditioned 
that you'll pay for the most useless of 
yatta mea mM mC 
thing. And should you ever try to, 
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that we really have made it impos- 

Bs j sible to be a human being without, 

CWS ntion.... our products: you must pay to eat, 
5 Lnpessd pay to sleep, pay to keep warm, pa 

fee is Cw mm (ora 

Advertisement 

Good clothes 0 
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pall doors. 
Fish. Explore the shore, Listen to the ripple of the waves. Today, Re 

is perfect. And in your cotton flannel, Oxbow Bend shirt, life couldn’t 

be more comfortable. Just you and the water, savor the moment. 
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your obsession. 
WF io te arte ae apa 

fat. Lindsa Lohan is too thin. Jessica Simpson is too 
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The richest fifth of the worlds population 2 gia — z. he. oF oN oem hl 

is able to monopolise 83% of its wealth, } a we tomy me ee Se ge OO re gas ee 

while the poorest fifth is left to subsist Se ee he the Fe =e eno oe 

on only 1.5% and the gap continues to eter gp 8S SO TS sy A Y swe Bomar dora 

rise. 
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Our affluence depends on their poverty. = OE. © ae aera re es a 

; Se ee ae Se oe Op Kale 
During the East African famine of 1984- 4 ee 26 a Mp ean One OO SZ aa 

. . ‘ . * so oon. Q 1 " kuet y “oom (GD Ra 

“ya 85, Ethiopia continued to export grain to ao 4 SP O2e, B nally eee the Coy emp 

mre ial 11h SE 1 be used as cattle feed in Europe. we Lag a I ees rm “hn eas 

Pas Cae AN S| Their people starved so that we could mo fw = =. 
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PON rr RU aula Teed crease eat hamburgers. mM) lee! dyes OD) CE) ANA cx ey a —. ® 
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; " Do we really deserve so much more Dh Dagvat, Masia Ge ED cn i Dongeu ogee 

A]. eed! bee, than our fair share of resources? = s “are (HE) Olney ane toi com ee 
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The environment cannot sustain even the present levels of consumption, let alone the oe a ee a ‘ ‘2 tah Sl a5. 
» gwen Aatanrh aoc OCe 

prospect of the developing world coming ‘up’ to our ‘standard of living’. Every bit of plastic Ine pea grace Fe Figg Say a oe Melo. 

packaging represents pollution and the depletion of a non-renewable resource. Every litre © ee : 

of petrol represents further global warming. Every mahogany loo seat means another bit of 

tropical rain forest gone forever. 
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Have you ever bought a skin 
cream that changed your life? 

A Washing powder that made you 

deliriously happy? 

A car that fulfilled your every 

dream? 
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This is what adverts promise, but v E 

yever deliver. 

WHAT DO WE REALLY GET OUT | ll 

OF SHOPPING? AFTER SEELNG THE ADD ON TV 

; LITTLE BOBBY STIMCHUK BECAME DESPERATELY AWARE | 
You can’t buy OF HIS NEED FOR AN ELECTRIC ARMADILLO 

what the adverts offer... F \ US Leas 
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Another wasted Saturday spent pounding the streets? 

Working extra hours to clear that VISA bill before Christmas? | 

Oh the joy of life on the consumer treadmill - work, earn, shop; work, earn , shop ... AN 

“ 4 et er ee ee ee 
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But what can we do? 
- y understand 

the problem 

Do you really need it? Can you make one? 

| 
Can you reuse, repair or recycle what you already have? 

Can you buy it locally? 

Can you share it with others? s 

Is there a more ethical option? 
You can get in touch with and 

me 

establish power over your fears by 

means of a variety of rituals: try being 

| 

naked with your friends and then 

with less familiar acquaintances, 

being intimate with people of the 

sex opposite the one you are used to 

touching, taking blindfolded tours of 

familiar and unfamiliar environme
nts, 

starting frank conversations wit
h 

water towers=—nothing
 can multiply 

strangers, climbin the ladders of 

DREN an INFOSHOP 
8 g 

your capabilities like confronting-the 

limitations you have set for yourself. 

DON'T WASTE Youe MONEY, ON 

MAGATINES LICE 

Please SLOW DOWN
 

market 
It will save lives | 
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This completely fee VYolunteerrun social center, 
isa. safe space for independent thinking 

face-to-face communication, skill sharing, 

SOMMMUNITY-OUNAING Droject ang 
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wart OW, 

environmental consciousness. 

ee 

would you MKe te jon an achst collechve 
Lahr makes TIMES, Sfencils , SOW I, we chags 
whaltuer VW heats So cles, ef? Or 

help Sxeaesaee aise Mone | 
+o OReMING AN INS Hoe? Fe : = a 

EMAIL: Zines please @ ya hoo, Cor = 

medig to further social, political, ana 

“But what if I 
get caught?” 

Motherfucker, 

you’re already 
caught. Better 
ask yourself— 
what if you 
get free? 

IN OUR MINDS \TRAY 

alsin] ee Le ee TROT OF TIME rele Tenet T | 
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OF LIFE, BEND) A MESSENGER, TO ba) Nie ee een 

Sa THAT BAYS AS OF ORIGHT Pl Ady WA 

TAKING WAGK OUR) PREMAGHINE WAYS: a) ee hak} 3 

aT) A BEGLARATION) \OF + GHANGE. VALE cata 

FUTURE AND THE PRESENT) CAN BE REPROGRAMMEDS 
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ld Cherokee was teaching his young grandson one 

Host npottant lessons. He told the young boy 

tothole 

tl Hoiade eaeholus. Teas a ter 

| eh onye envy. repre preed 

\ coetibhretib. Ue Laker pornele 

Free your mind *; 
. eae ’ | ) oped 11 oe ee LY 
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; whit this fora moment. Then 

| Hie. pranelbathier “Which wolb will wine this 

| Cherokee sunply replied, “The one you feed.” 
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